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The new gaseous species OMnF and OMnF2 were identified and studied by high-temperature
Knudsen Cell Mass Spectrometry. Their thermochemical atomization energies were derived through
the study of several all-gas equilibria in the temperature range 1735–1913 K. FTIR matrix isolation
experiments together with ab initio and density functional calculations were performed to determine
the molecular parameters, bond distances, and vibrational frequencies of OMnF(g) and OMnF2(g) .
The results allowed us to evaluate a set of thermal functions for the new species that were used
in the evaluation of the equilibrium data. The proposed atomization energies and enthalpies
of formation are DaH0
+ (OMnF,g)5(90365) kJ mol21, D fH298.15+ (OMnF,g)5(229765)
kJ mol21, and DaH0
+ (OMnF2 ,g)5(1470670) kJ mol21, D fH298.15+ (OMnF2 ,g)5(2789670)
kJ mol21. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1520141#
I. INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the corresponding binary halides and ox-
ides the thermodynamic and spectroscopic properties of the
ternary gaseous oxyhalides of the first transition series met-
als have been scarcely investigated. These species may be
formed through gas–solid reactions, where a relatively un-
volatile oxide phase and a more volatile halide of the same
metal interact at high temperatures to yield the gaseous oxy-
halide species. Knowledge of the formation conditions and
the thermodynamic stability of these volatile species are of
concern in chemical equilibrium modeling of various chemi-
cal transport processes such as high-temperature materials
corrosion, pyrometallurgy, and, more recently, in halide lamp
systems.
As concerns, in particular, the O–Mn–F system, some
molecular constants and vibrational features were reported
previously for the species O3MnF(g).1–4 No thermochemi-
cal data were available.
In the research reported here thermochemical informa-
tion for the two new gaseous species OMnF and OMnF2 was
obtained from the Knudsen cell-mass spectrometric ~KC-
MS! measurement of a number of all-gas equilibria involv-
ing these species. Concurrently, some vibrational features of
the same OMnF and OMnF2 species were obtained from
FTIR-matrix isolation experiments for which the trapped va-
por species were produced in effusive conditions similar to
those of the KC-MS experiments. Some very preliminary
experimental results have been anticipated in Ref. 5. In this
paper, the completed experiments were complemented with
ab initio and density functional ~DF! calculations to provide
reliable molecular parameters subsequently used in the




Knudsen cell-mass spectrometry has been employed in
this investigation. This classical technique continues to be an
invaluable tool for the identification and thermochemical
characterization of new gaseous molecules. The basic fea-
tures of the technique have been previously described.6,7 A
30 cm radius of curvature, a 60° magnetic sector mass spec-
trometer was used. A secondary electron multiplier was used
as the detector. Knudsen cell temperatures were measured by
a disappearing filament optical pyrometer, calibrated against
a standard NBS certified lamp. The pyrometer was sighted at
a blackbody hole at the bottom of the cell. Appropriate win-
dow and prism corrections were applied.
The Al2O3 liner was inserted into a molybdenum cell.
The effusion hole was 1 mm in diameter with an estimated
Clausing factor of 0.4. Samples were prepared in-situ using
MnF2(s) with a molar equivalent of MnO(s) in the case of
the OMnF and Mn3O4(s) for the study of the OMnF2 mol-
ecule. Mn3O4(s) was produced by oxydizing pure MnO(s)
in air at the temperature of 1050 °C.
The molecular beam effusing from the cell was ionized
with 70 V electrons and the electron emission current was
regulated at 1.0 mA. Identification of the ions was accom-
plished by the standard procedure.7 The intensities measured
for the various ions were converted into partial pressures bya!Electronic mail: g.gigli@caspur.it
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the relation P5K f iI i1T , where K is the instrument sensitiv-
ity constant and f i a factor specific of the ion considered; f i
takes into account the cross section s i , multiplier gain g i ,
and isotopic abundance ai of the specific ion, f i
51/(s ig iai). An inverse square root dependence of the mul-
tiplier gain on the mass has been assumed for all the ob-
served ions. The molecular ionization cross sections, s i ,
were evaluated, from the atomic values,8 by the method of
Guido and Gigli.9 The resulting adopted values ~in
10216 cm2) for all the species taken into account are O2
~3.13!, Mn ~6.75!, MnO ~6.35!, MnF ~6.21!, MnF2 ~8.27!,
OMnF ~8.01!, and OMnF2 ~9.14!.
The instrument sensitivity constant has been determined
by the repeated quantitative evaporation of pure silver. The
resulting value was 0.6560.08 bar K21 A21.
B. IR measurements
The experimental apparatus employed for matrix isola-
tion measurements basically consists of Bruker IFS 113v in-
terferometer under rotary vacuum and a cryotip ~Air Prod-
ucts and Chemicals 202 CSA! rotatable in a home made
shroud connected to a high-temperature furnace under high
vacuum.
Blank spectra were collected for manganese tri- and di-
fluoride vaporized from molybdenum Knudsen cells with
orifices from 0.7 to 1.1 mm in the intervals 700–1000 K and
1000–1500 K, respectively. Preliminary vaporizations of
manganese oxides ~MnO, MnO2 and Mn3O4) in the approxi-
mate range 800–1200 K were also performed. In the matrix
deposition of Mn3O4 vaporization products, a very weak ab-
sorption at 833.5 cm21 was observed likely indicating the
presence of a negligible amount of MnO.10,11 Other samples
gave no bands in this region. Vaporizations of mixtures of
manganese difluoride with Mn oxides were performed from
a molybdenum Knudsen cell while a molybdenum double
cell was employed when studying MnF3 mixtures with MnO,
MnO2 , and Mn3O4 . The temperature gradient, around 200
K, was determined by the cell geometry. The fluoride was
located in the colder compartment and its vapor was allowed
to pass over the Mn oxide sample filling the hotter compart-
ment of the cell itself. The vapors were deposited on a gold
plated cold finger ~12 K! in excess argon ~Caracciolo, high
purity!. Depositions lasted from 5 to 60 min. A resolution of
1 cm21 or better was used.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Mass spectrometric results
1. OMnF molecule
The experiments were typically performed by letting the
system interact and degas for a couple of days at 850 °C
before taking any measurement. Indeed, in the first stage of
the evaporation process aluminum fluorides ions were found
to be dominant in the effusing vapor. The ions identified by
the usual procedure7 together with their appearance potential
~in eV and determined by the vanishing current method!
were 32O2
1 ~12.2!, 46AlF1 ~17!, 55Mn1 ~7!, 65AlF2
1 ~15.5!,
71MnO1 ~7.5!, 74MnF1 ~9.5!, 84AlF31 ~14!, 90OMnF1 ~10.5!,
and 93MnF2
1 ~11.5!. In all cases, the uncertainty in the ap-
pearance potential is 0.5 eV. The rather low value of the
appearance potential of the OMnF1 ion is consistent with a
simple ionization by electron impact.






46AlF1, 55Mn1, 74MnF1, and 93MnF2
1
, was attributed to the
neutral precursors: AlF3 , Mn, MnF, and MnF2 , by analysis
of the ionization efficiency curves together with the mea-
sured appearance potentials. A contribution of the dissocia-
tive ionization of MnF2 to MnF1 must be taken into account,
despite the fact that our experimental conditions produced an
abundance of MnF1. Previous works provided spectra for
the MnF2 molecule.12–14 In Ref. 13, a detailed analysis of the
electron impact mass spectra of the manganese fluorides was
performed. For the MnF2 molecule the ion intensities ratios,
at 70 eV, were found to be as follows Mn1:MnF1:MnF2
1
536:100:38. This spectrum was later reproduced in Ref. 14.
In contrast to the previous work, the present investigation
resulted in a ratio between MnF1 and MnF2
1 ions, at 70 eV,
that was smaller. Therefore, an experiment was performed
with pure MnF2(s) in a nickel cell that has been prefluori-
nated in order to prevent any interaction of the sample with
the container material. Under these conditions no primary
MnF1 was observed and the following ion intensities ratios
have been measured: Mn1:MnF1:MnF2
1514:84:100, lead-
ing to the conclusion that in our experimental conditions a
smaller fragmentation occurs in the ion source. While these
findings call for a full explanation, at the moment, it can only
be pointed out that the difference in some feature of the ion
sources could be the origin of this discrepancy. A possible
explanation is the absence, in our ion source, of any magnet
device that is sometimes used in order to increase the sensi-
tivity. As a consequence, a larger proportion of molecules
could follow the primary ionization channel in our apparatus.
According to these observations, in the subsequent conver-
sion of ion intensities into partial pressures, the measure-
ments of the MnF1 and MnF2
1 ions have been corrected for
the actual fragmentation pattern measured here.
2. OMnF2 molecule
In addition to the ions reported above, the OMnF2
1 ion
was also detected with an appearance potential of (10
61) eV. No other possible precursors have been observed
in the mass spectra. This, together with the value of the mea-
sured appearance potential, suggests the attribution of this
ion to the primary ionization of the new molecular species
OMnF2 . The possible contribution of the fragmentation by
electron impact to the ion OMnF1 was not substantiated by
these experiments. The ionization efficiency curves of the
OMnF1 did not exhibit any upward break. In addition, it
should also be mentioned that in the various stages of the
experiments the ratio of the ion intensities OMnF2
1/OMnF1
varied rather largely. Indeed, in some cases no OMnF1 ion
was detectable and, when observed, the ratio
OMnF2
1/OMnF1 was found to range between 1.4 and 10.
The measured intensities of the ions pertinent to this
investigation are reported in Table I.
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B. Thermochemical results
The nature of the condensed phase and the interaction
with the container material caused a large variation in the
gaseous phase composition during the vaporization experi-
ments. Therefore, it was very important to reach equilibrium
in the Knudsen cell and be able to check its attainment. At
each temperature, measurements were taken after long
equilibration times while continuously monitoring the inten-
sity reproducibility of the ions of interest. In addition, the
equilibrium constant of reactions involving known gaseous
molecular species were measured, providing confidence in
the attainment of equilibrium in the Knudsen cell. These re-
actions are
MnO~g !5Mn~g !11/2O2~g !, ~1!
MnF2~g !1Mn~g !52 MnF~g !. ~2!
For reaction ~1! it was possible to derive 22 equilibrium
constants from the data in Table I and, hence, the so-called
second- and third-law enthalpies. The second-law method,
based on a least-squares analysis of ln Kp vs 1/T plots, pro-
vided a value of (129.268.7) kJ mol21 at an average tem-
perature of 1824 K. When reduced to 0 K the resulting II-law
reaction enthalpy is (125.068.7) kJ mol21. The correspond-
ing third-law value, based on the relationship DrH0
+ 5
2RT ln Kp2TD@(GT+ 2H0+ )/T#, is (118.561.5) kJ mol21.
From the average value of 121.8 kJ mol21 the atomization
energy of the MnO molecule is derived to be
DaH0
+ (MnO,g)5368.6 kJ mol21, a value identical to the
original one measured by Drowart and Smoes,15 (368.6
67.5) kJ mol21, and in excellent agreement with the value
tabulated in the Ivtanthermo database,16 367.0 kJ mol21. In
performing these II- and III-law analyses, all the necessary
thermodynamic functions and ancillary atomization enthalp-
ies were taken from Ref. 16.
A similar analysis was performed for reaction ~2!.
The necessary thermodynamic functions were taken, for
consistency, from Ivtanthermo.16 The resulting third- and
second-law enthalpies of reaction ~2! were DrH0
+ (III-law)
5(100.361.5) kJ mol21 and DrH1802+ (II-law)5(100.6
618.7) kJ mol21; this last value, when reduced to 0 K pro-
vides DrH0
+ (II-law)5(111.2618.7) kJ mol21. Therefore, an
average value of (105.869.4) kJ mol21 can be proposed for
this reaction and compared with the value of 87.1 kJ mol21
that can be obtained from the Ivtanthermo database atomiza-
tion energies: DaH0
+ (MnF2 ,g)5983.1 kJ mol21 and
DaH0
+ (MnF,g)5448 kJ mol21. However, more recently the
MnF2 atomization energy has been redetermined17 as
DaH0
+ (MnF2 ,g)5(995.665.0) kJ mol21. For consistency, a
reanalysis of the original data has been made with the same
thermodynamic functions employed in this investigation. By
taking the average of the second- and third-law result, almost
no variation is found in the final value for the atomization
energy, DaH0
+ (MnF2 ,g)5(996.3611.5) kJ mol21. With this
new determination the enthalpy of reaction ~2! is calculated
to be 100.3 kJ mol21. Therefore, on one hand, our results are
to be considered in agreement with previous studies and the
outcome of the thermochemical analysis of this equilibrium
gives confidence to the consistent use of the fragmentation
pattern measured here. On the other hand, our results for
reaction ~2!, together with the reanalysis that led to the afore-
mentioned value of the enthalpy of atomization of MnF2 ,
allows us to propose a slightly revised downward value for
TABLE I. Ion intensities recorded in the experiments.
T/K I(O21)/A I(Mn1)/A I(MnO1)/A I(MnF1)/A I(MnF21)/A I(OMnF1)/A I(OMnF21)/A
1667 1.70E-11 1.55E-10 2.29E-11
1781 5.10E-11 3.30E-09 2.05E-11 3.21E-11 7.58E-12 6.60E-12
1789 5.20E-11 6.10E-10 3.80E-12 7.56E-12 1.86E-12
1882 5.80E-10 1.70E-09 2.10E-11 1.07E-11 3.15E-12
1962 3.70E-12 8.40E-09 6.85E-12 1.15E-11
1892 4.20E-11 2.10E-09 7.65E-12 4.95E-12 3.90E-13
1707 7.80E-10 1.60E-12 2.46E-10
1719 2.40E-12 7.80E-10 1.30E-12 1.88E-10
1741 1.40E-11 9.50E-10 3.35E-12 6.50E-11 1.26E-10
1784 2.00E-11 1.95E-09 6.80E-12 6.24E-11 4.84E-11
1832 3.00E-13 3.60E-08 1.25E-11 1.59E-10 1.46E-11 1.50E-12
1845 1.40E-12 2.30E-08 1.75E-11 1.32E-10 1.53E-11 2.60E-12
1865 4.45E-12 1.70E-08 1.70E-11 8.09E-11 7.25E-12
1884 4.50E-12 1.45E-08 1.75E-11 6.01E-11 4.31E-12 1.60E-12
1913 7.20E-09 1.50E-11 3.00E-11 1.30E-12
1705 1.55E-10 3.10E-10 4.35E-12
1735 9.60E-12 1.70E-09 6.25E-12 2.91E-11 1.53E-11 3.65E-12 5.10E-12
1772 4.00E-12 4.60E-09 7.00E-12 3.31E-11 7.63E-12 1.60E-12 2.10E-12
1767 2.40E-12 3.40E-09 4.50E-12 7.07E-12 3.10E-13
1819 3.00E-12 5.75E-09 7.60E-12 2.94E-12 1.15E-13 1.15E-12
1861 9.40E-12 6.90E-09 1.25E-11 7.55E-12 3.60E-13 2.05E-12
1886 1.70E-11 9.15E-09 1.80E-11 6.76E-12 3.25E-13 1.35E-12
1911 2.15E-11 1.10E-08 2.40E-11 4.72E-12 2.40E-13 1.30E-12
1886 1.40E-11 9.15E-09 1.60E-11 3.35E-12 1.40E-13 2.00E-13
1857 1.45E-11 5.70E-09 1.00E-11 2.40E-12
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In order to thermodynamically characterize this newly
identified molecule, its thermodynamic functions, the Gibbs
energy functions 2(GT+ 2H0+ )/T (GEF0) and the heat con-
tent functions (HT+ 2H0+ )(HCF0), have been calculated by
using the molecular parameters determined using quantum
mechanical computations. The resulting values are reported
in Table II.
From the measured ion intensities of Table I, the follow-
ing all gas equilibria could be studied in the temperature
range 1735–1913 K:
OMnF~g !1Mn~g !5MnO~g !1MnF~g !, ~3!
OMnF~g !5MnF~g !1 12 O2~g !, ~4!
2OMnF~g !1Mn~g !5MnF2~g !12 MnO~g !, ~5!
2 OMnF~g !5MnF2~g !1Mn~g !1O2~g !. ~6!
In principle, equilibria ~3! and ~4! as well as ~5! and ~6!
are not independent, being related through the dissociation of
the molecule MnO to atomic Mn and a molecular oxygen
~reaction 1!. A similar observation applies to the coupled
reactions ~3!–~5! and ~4!–~6!. On the other hand, the set of
points available for the study of the interrelated equilibria is
not identical. Moreover, equilibria ~3! and ~5! are indepen-
dent from the instrumental constant while ~4! and ~6! do
depend on this parameter. Since systematic errors might have
played a different role in the thermodynamic treatment of the
data we preferred to study all of these equilibria.
The equilibrium constants and third-law data for all of
the aforementioned reactions are reported in Table III. The
drift in temperature of the third-law values is reported along
with the average third-law enthalpy of reaction. This drift,
evaluated by assuming a linear dependence of the individual
points, provides a figure of merit for the absence of tempera-
ture trends. Also in Table III, the second-law enthalpy of
reactions are reported. For equilibria ~3! and ~4!, the selected
enthalpies of the reaction are the average of the second- and
third-law results. For the reactions ~5! and ~6!, for which a















298.15 231.645 12.889 258.101 14.943
1400 308.838 78.101 353.185 100.212
1500 312.701 84.259 358.147 108.387
1600 316.337 90.425 362.830 116.573
1700 319.773 96.600 367.263 124.773
1800 323.029 102.782 371.473 132.986
1900 326.123 108.969 375.479 141.209
2000 329.070 115.160 379.302 149.441
2100 331.885 121.356 382.956 157.681
2200 334.578 127.556 386.457 165.928
2300 337.159 133.759 389.817 174.180
2400 339.638 139.964 393.046 182.438
TABLE III. Equilibrium data and enthalpiesa for the reactions ~3!, ~4!, ~5!, and ~6!.
T/K ln kp(3) DrH0+ (3)/kJ mol21 ln kp(4) DrH0+ (4)/kJ mol21 ln kp(5) DrH0+ (5)/kJ mol21 ln kp(6) DrH0+ (6)/kJ mol21
1781 226.22 87.8 252.28 207.5 229.29 75.6 281.4 315.0
1882 223.49 86.9 244.92 204.9
1892 222.69 85.8 244.86 205.9
1832 224.58 86.9 247.89 205.1 227.30 73.7 273.9 310.1
1845 224.18 86.7 247.57 206.0 226.73 73.1 273.5 311.6
1884 222.85 85.8 245.14 205.6 225.36 71.8 269.9 311.3
1913 222.36 86.0
1735 226.48 86.2 255.22 207.4 227.84 71.4 285.3 313.7
1772 225.88 86.8 250.84 203.9 226.30 70.0 276.2 304.2
1767 226.23 87.2 252.17 205.7
1819 225.29 87.7 250.17 207.9
1861 224.32 87.6 246.97 206.6
1886 223.70 87.5 244.52 204.6
1911 223.31 87.7 243.96 206.1
1886 223.52 87.1 244.16 203.9
Avg. third law 86.960.7 205.861.2 72.662.0 311.063.8
trend 103 21.5 27.5 5.7 22.5
Avg. temperature
T/K




77.566.0 212.0611.0 48632 313663
Second Law DrH0+ 89.566.0 219.7611.0 58632 317663




902.068.1 904.569.2 903611 90066
aErrors quoted are standard deviations.
bError estimated from the difference between the second- and third-law values.
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very limited number of experimental points could be taken, a
second-law analysis is barely warranted. Nevertheless, we
preferred to perform this analysis because it gives an idea of
the quality of the primary data. Moreover, its deviation from
the third-law value is used here as an estimate of the error on
the selected value that is the third-law result. In the last row
of Table III, the atomization energies of the OMnF molecule
derived from the selected value of the various reactions are
reported. In deriving these values the dissociation energy of
MnO(g) was taken from Ref. 15 and the molecular oxygen
dissociation energy from Ref. 16. The atomization energy of
MnF2 , 996.3 kJ mol21, recalculated from Ref. 17, and the
MnF atomization energy of MnF, 445.2 kJ mol21 proposed
here, have been employed.
From the various values of DaH0
+ (OMnF,g) presented in
Table III, an overall average value of (90365) kJ mol21 is
proposed for the atomization enthalpy of the OMnF mol-
ecule. This value was calculated by weighting the number of
experimental points. The corresponding enthalpy of
formation at 298.15 K, D fH298.15+ (OMnF,g)5(2297
65) kJ mol21 has been calculated by the pertinent thermo-
chemical cycle using the ancillary data taken from Ref. 16.
2. OMnF2 molecule
The molecular parameters needed to evaluate the ther-
modynamic functions of OMnF2 were derived from the
quantum mechanical calculations reported in Sec. III D. The
computed GEF0 and HCF0 are reported in Table II.
Once again from the ion intensities of Table I, various
equilibria can be taken into account in order to derive the
atomization enthalpy of this species. The following reactions
were considered:
OMnF2~g !12 Mn~g !5MnO~g !12 MnF~g !, ~7!
OMnF2~g !5MnF2~g !11/2O2~g !, ~8!
OMnF2~g !1Mn~g !5MnF2~g !1MnO~g !, ~9!
OMnF2~g !1Mn~g !5OMnF~g !1MnF~g !. ~10!
Only two equilibrium constants at 1735 and 1772 K
could be calculated for both reactions ~8! and ~9! yielding
third-law reaction enthalpies of 223.2 and 231.5 kJ mol21
@reaction ~8!#, and 102.0 and 114.3 kJ mol21 @reaction ~9!#. In
the case of reactions ~7! and ~10!, it has been possible to
derive seven equilibrium points in the temperature range
1735–1911 K. However, the resulting third-law reaction en-
thalpy values were found to be quite scattered. The values
ranged from 203.1 to 296.3 kJ mol21 for reaction ~7! and
from 116.9 to 208.5 kJ mol21 for reaction ~10!.
As a consequence of this scatter of the primary data, the
range of possible values for the atomization energy of the
OMnF2 molecule varies between 1470 and 1543 kJ mol21, as
it can be calculated with the appropriate thermochemical
cycles when the necessary ancillary atomization energies for
MnO15 and O2 ,16 and for MnF and OMnF proposed here are
used. Two simple remarks can be made on the reliability of
these results. Within the measured range of values, smaller
atomization energies were derived from those equilibrium
points where the OMnF2
1 ion was found to be larger and,
therefore, less prone to measurement errors. In addition, the
quantum mechanical computed atomization energy ~see Sec-
tion III D! supports a value at the lower end of the aforemen-
tioned range. In the situation depicted above a precise value
cannot be given for the atomization energy of the OMnF2
molecule, even if somewhat more credit should be given to
the lower value, 1470 kJ mol21. Our best estimate of the
possible uncertainty limit on this value is a rather large one:
670 kJ mol21. With the ancillary data of Ref. 16 the en-
thalpy of the formation at 298.15 K has been calculated to be
D fH298.15
+ (OMnF2 ,g)5(2789670) kJ mol21.
C. Vibrational frequencies
The infrared spectra of the vapors produced by MnF3(s)
and MnF2(s) have been fully characterized in the past.18–22
A reinvestigation with our experimental apparatus was
needed to study the spectroscopic behavior of the vapors
over the mixture of MnF3(s) and MnF2(s) with manganese
oxides.
Trapping the equilibrium vapor over manganese trifluo-
ride, vaporized at 750 K in excess argon, two active infrared
bands were detected at 758.6 and 711.4 cm21 and assigned to
Mn–F stretching modes in agreement with previous
observations.18,19 The spectrum is in agreement with the pla-
nar geometry with two longer and one shorter Mn–F bond
(C2v symmetry! suggested for the MnF3 molecule by elec-
tron diffraction results.23 When manganese trifluoride was
heated at a temperature over 750 K, a band at 699.5 cm21
started to appear, indicating the presence in the vapor of
manganese difluoride ~our blank spectra and Refs. 18, 20,
21!. This band gained intensity with the vaporization tem-
perature and, at temperatures higher than 1200 K, was the
only feature detected. Mixtures of MnF2(s) and Mn oxides
showed the appearance in the spectrum of the only former
compound.
Mixtures of MnF3(s) with Mn oxides were used for the
spectroscopic investigation for two reasons. First, at the
work vaporization temperature, MnF2 was the main or the
only species present in the vapor made to pass through the
hotter part of the double crucible containing the Mn oxide as
ascertained in the aforementioned preliminary vaporization
of pure MnF3(s). In fact, the fundamental modes of MnF3
were never detected when vaporizing mixtures while the
Mn–F stretching mode of the difluoride was always ob-
served. Second, owing to the lower sensitivity of infrared
apparatus with respect to the mass spectrometric one, a more
efficient fluorination of Mn oxides was needed in order to
achieve a higher concentration of oxyfluoride species in the
vapor.
When trapping the equilibrium vapor over the mixture of
MnF3(s) and MnO(s) kept at 750 and 1200 K, the funda-
mental modes of MnF2 were the only feature observed, sug-
gesting the absence of a detectable amount of reaction prod-
ucts. Matrix spectra obtained when MnF3 vapors were
allowed to pass over MnO2(s) or Mn3O4(s) were identical.
In both cases new features were observed at 999.9, 988.4,
692.3, and 684.2 cm21. Neither the vaporization temperature
nor the deposition time affected the intensity ratio of the new
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bands suggesting their attribution to the same molecular spe-
cies.
According to the KC-MS observations, the new bands
observed could belong either to OMnF or OMnF2 molecules.
Since both species have a single Mn–O group, the bands at
999.9 and 988.4 cm21, lying in the spectral region where the
Mn–O stretching mode is expected,10,11 can be interpreted as
components of a doublet likely due to a matrix splitting ef-
fect. Remaining peaks at 692.3 and 684.2 cm21 could also be
considered a doublet, both in case of OMnF having a single
Mn–F bond and also in case of OMnF2 , assuming that the
second stretching mode is too weak to be detected. Alterna-
tively, they can be attributed to the asymmetric and symmet-
ric stretching modes of OMnF2 , respectively. The lack of
fluorine isotopes does not allow an unequivocal assignment
of the bands observed. However, a consideration of the fluo-
rination efficiency of MnF3 would seem to indicate the for-
mation of OMnF2 .
The experimental frequency values are reproduced by
the following force field: FMn–O57.16; FMn–F54.03;
FO–Mn–F50.26; FF–Mn–F50.057; FMnF–MnF50.68;
FMnO–MnF50.4; FOMnF–FMnF50.0218; Fop50.02 mdyn/Å.
These values are calculated assuming the Mn–O and Mn–F
bond lengths of 1.5647 and 1.7291 Å, respectively, and a
F–Mn–F angle of 118° in a planar arrangement, as sug-
gested by the quantum-mechanical calculations ~see below!.
Undetected modes are also predicted: n35183.3; n5
5320.9, and n65110.5 cm21.
The frequencies calculated in the quantum mechanical
section are reported in Tables IV and V for the OMnF and
OMnF2 molecules, respectively. A comparison of the pre-
dicted vibrational levels with the experimental observations
leads to an assignment of the bands to the OMnF2 molecule.
In fact, the Mn–O stretching mode of OMnF2 evaluated at
1016 cm21 fits quite well the experimental value of the dou-
blet at 999.9 and 988.4 cm21. However, calculations predict
a gap around 100 cm21 between the symmetric (a1) and
asymmetric (b2) Mn–F stretching modes largely exceeding
the distance between the bands detected in the Mn–F stretch-
ing region ~692.3 and 684.2 cm21!. On the grounds of the
quantum mechanical results, therefore, it seems reasonable to
assume that the bands at 692.3 and 684.2 cm21 are compo-
nents of a doublet attributable to the asymmetric stretching
mode of OMnF2 while the symmetric one is not visible as a
consequence of its weak intensity. In this hypothesis, the
expected higher intensity of the doublet attributed to the
Mn–F stretching mode with respect to that one assigned to
the Mn–O mode is in agreement with experimental observa-
tion. The overall picture is summarized in Table VI.
TABLE IV. Optimized bond lengths ~in Å!, vibrational frequencies ~in cm21!, ZPE ~in kJ mol21!, atomization energies ~in kJ mol21!, and ^S2& for the OMnF
molecule computed at various levels of theory using the cc-pVDZ basis set for O and F, and then 6-311G* basis set for Mn.
Method State 2Ea rMn–O rMn–F n1b n2 n3 ZPE DaH0+ ^S2&
HF 1S 1323.771 516 1.496 1.751 1258 144 703 13.5 0.000
HF 3S 1323.878 099 1.706 1.833 685 i 57, 175 402
HF 5S 1324.052 603 1.834 1.843 705 112 577 9.00 696 6.012
HF 7S 1324.049 941 1.875 1.826 727 140 570 9.43 12.00
MP2 1S 1324.426 065 1.518 1.774 1154 88 659 11.9 0.000
MP2 3S 1324.445 737 1.623 1.815 1301 i 48, 170 627
MP2 5S 1324.487 901 1.778 1.834 693 110 572 8.88 887 6.012
MP2 7S 1324.242 354 1.871 2.309 615 93, 100 193 5.98 12.00
B3LYP 1S 1325.931 706 1.520 1.737 1155 54, 72 706 11.9 0.000
B3LYP 3S 1325.965 301 1.579 1.782 1004 i 48, 183 665
B3LYP 5S 1325.993 048 1.636 1.826 873 118 630 10.4 921 6.001
B3LYP 7S 1325.992 714 1.892 1.793 719 88 573 8.79 12.00
aE is in hartree.
bn1 and n3 are the stretching vibrational modes, and n2 is the bending vibrational mode.
TABLE V. Optimized bond lengths ~in Å!, vibrational frequencies ~in cm21!, ZPE ~in kJ mol21!, atomization energies ~in kJ mol21!, and ^S2& for the OMnF2
molecule computed at various levels of theory using the cc-pVDZ basis set for O and F, and the 6-311G* basis set for Mn.
Method State 2Ea rMn–O rMn – F /FMnF
+ b1 a1 b2 a1 b2 a1 ZPE DaH0+ ^S2&
HF 2B2 1423.286 811 1.843 1.719 103.9 337 227 530 660 820 800 20.2 0.777
HF 4A2 1423.316 421 1.774 1.728 102.8 490 272 206 740 642 862 19.2 3.750
HF 4B2 1423.529 217 3.003 1.831 180.0 132 48 30 569 735 132 9.85 961 5.299
HF 6B2 1423.471 837 1.821 1.745 153.3 208 195 200 669 713 814 16.7 8.750
MP2 2B2 1423.964 022 1.811 1.709 101.1 339 222 500 638 1905 789 26.3 0.777
MP2 4B2 1424.158 102 1.710 1.745 106.5 201 204 210 696 791 1256 20.1 1279 4.007
MP2 6B2 1424.131 338 1.809 1.750 159.0 189 188 181 651 790 701 16.1 8.750
B3LYP 2B2 1425.756 421 1.785 1.719 100.3 219 211 37 629 704 761 15.3 0.798
B3LYP 4A2 1425.788 538 1.791 1.714 118.3 525 181 119 648 739 753 17.7 3.750
B3LYP 4B2 1425.907 222 1.565 1.729 118.1 158 192 263 671 782 1016 18.4 1405 3.754
B3LYP 6B2 1425.864 896 1.798 1.749 160.1 160 177 145 646 782 699 15.6 8.750
aE is in hartree.
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D. Quantum-mechanical calculations
Ab initio and density functional calculations were carried
out using the GAUSSIAN 98 electronic structure package.24
These calculations were aimed at determining the molecular
parameters and physical–chemical properties of the OMnF
and OMnF2 molecules.
Three levels of theory were used in this investigation: ~i!
the Hartree–Fock approach ~HF!, ~ii! the second-order
Møller–Plesset perturbation theory ~MP2!, and ~iii! the den-
sity functional ~DF! method using the Becke three-parameter
exchange functional with the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation
functional ~B3LYP!. The basis sets employed for this study
were a double-z polarized and diffuse basis set (6-31
1G*) on manganese, and the correlated consistent polarized
valence double-z basis set ~cc-pVDZ! on oxygen and fluo-
rine. The main purpose of these calculations is to provide
reliable molecular parameters, bond lengths, and vibrational
frequencies, to be used in the calculation of the thermal func-
tions needed to evaluate the mass spectrometric equilibrium
data and, consequently, the thermodynamic properties of
OMnF and OMnF2 .
In the evaluation of the thermal functions, we chose the
molecular parameters computed at the B3LYP level of
theory. To support our choice, we performed computations
on the MnF and MnO molecules at the same level of theory
employing the same basis sets. The computed molecular pa-
rameters agree with the experimental values; in particular,
the bond distances, in Å, and the vibrational frequencies, in
cm21, were calculated as 1.822 and 648 for MnF; 1.627 and
903 for MnO. These computed bond distances are lower by
1.1%–1.3% than the experimental values, 1.843 Å for MnF,
and 1.648 Å for MnO, whereas the computed vibrational
frequencies are higher by 3.8%–7.5% than the experimental
values, 624 cm21 for MnF, and 840 cm21 for MnO.
1. OMnF molecule
For the OMnF molecule, several configurations were ex-
plored, but only the computations for the global minimum
~linear O–Mn–F! are reported. At all the levels of theory, the
lowest-energy state was calculated to be a 5S . The Mn–O
bond distance decreases from the HF to the B3LYP level of
theory, becoming smaller by 0.198 Å; whereas the Mn–F
bond length is approximately constant, varying by 0.017 Å
with respect to the value calculated at the B3LYP level of
theory. For the vibrational frequencies, there is a difference
of approximately 170 cm21 between the experimental and
calculated values of the Mn–O stretching mode reflecting the
differences in the Mn–O distances. The Mn–F stretching
mode values are almost constant with a 60 cm21 higher
Mn–F stretching at the B3LYP level of theory. The bending
normal modes are within 10 cm21 from each other.
Table IV lists the molecular parameters, zero-point vi-
brational energies ~ZPE!, the expectation values of the spin-
squared operator (^S2&), and the DaH0+ values of the OMnF
molecule calculated at all the levels of theory employed. The
DaH0
+ have been calculated using the following relation:
DaH0
+ 5E(O)1E(Mn)1E(F)2E(OMnF)2ZPE, where E
is the computed total energy. The computed atomization en-
thalpy, DaH0
+
, of 921 kJ mol21, is approximately 2% higher
than the experimental value of 903 kJ mol21.
2. OMnF2 molecule
For the OMnF2 molecule, the lowest-energy geometry
was found to have a C2v symmetry. At all the levels of
theory, the lowest-energy state was calculated to be a 4B2 . At
the HF level of theory the ground state is T-shaped, whereas
at the MP2 and B3LYP levels the /F–Mn–F angle varies
from 106.5° to 118.1°. There is a large change in the Mn–O
distance, decreasing from 3.003 Å at the HF level of theory
to 1.565 Å at the B3LYP level. The Mn–F distance varies of
0.102 Å from the HF to the B3LYP method.
The ^S2& value for the ground state is greater than that of
the pure spin state, namely 3.75 for a quartet using MP2 and
HF methods. This is essentially due to contamination by
states of higher spin multiplicity, and, usually, for severely
spin-contaminated wave functions the methods do not give
reliable predictions.25
Table V lists the molecular parameters, ZPE, ^S2&, and
the DaH0
+ values of the OMnF2 molecule calculated at all the
levels of theory employed. As already stated, the computed
enthalpy of atomization of 1404 kJ mol21 seems to support
the experimental value at the lower end of the range.
In Table VI we see experimental and calculated frequen-
cies of the OMnF2 molecule.
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